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Abstract - This report deals with new technologies about control 

time saving and reliability within a manufacturing unit at 

Airbus Safran Launchers. Firstly, it analyses various kind of 

checked performances and describes how checking processes 

work in the different workshops and define what the main 

problems are. Then, it focuses on checking countersunk holes 

control and on three-dimensional control. It studies two kinds 

of new technologies and explains how it can decrease checking 

time relating to these two issues and how it can increase control 

reliability. To conclude, it also presents some other technologies 

which reach the same goal.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Airbus Safran Launchers manufacturing 

 

Airbus Safran Launchers manufactures Ariane 5 and missiles 

items and is already working on Ariane 6. This checking time 

saving study is focused on a mechanical unit localized in the 

city Les Mureaux in France. This mechanical unit is divided 

in three units: 

 
 The high speed machining unit (1) 

 The painting / surface treatment unit (2) 

 The mechanical assembling unit (3) 

These workshops manufacture aluminum parts to make them 

ready to be integrated in a larger part for military and space 

applications. The manufacturing processes in this unit are 

complex: 

 
 More than 2 000 operations per item, 

 Long process time for machining and checking 

operations, 

 High mechanical precision required. 

The mechanical unit has to manufacture these aluminum 

pieces with cost, delay and quality constraints. It has to be 

noticed that it is a single-piece production which mean no 

more than 3 000 items are manufactured in a year for no more 

than 300 different parts.  

 

B. The control unit within the mechanical department 

 

The control unit, where this study has been performed, is in 

charge of every checking operation in the mechanical unit in 

order to supply items with quality required. This unit is split 

between: 

 
 Controllers are in charge of checking parts 

conformity with manual controls, 3D controls, non-

destructive test control,  

 The method desk, which is linked with the study 

office and controllers (technical sheet writing, make 

available relevant tools for controllers, etc.) 

 The sequencing unit giving the priority to items 

which has to be controlled 

 A manager responsible for the team 

This checking time saving project has been realized thanks to 

all these people, as a project parallel to control activities. 

C. The checking time saving issue 

 

This study proposes new technologies to decrease time 

control within the control unit in the mechanical department 

in Les Mureaux. It is based on the experience and knowledge 

of people in the control team and directed to the control 

manager and the budget managers who would like to know in 

1 
2 

3 

Figure 1: The mechanical unit. 
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what kind of technology they should invest. 

 

Most of aluminum parts are structural items in civil and 

military programs. So that every single part manufactured is 

specific: the structure is optimized so that everything has an 

importance inside the structure. Moreover, they are designed 

as light as possible so that every dimension has been carefully 

designed by the study office with a specific purpose and this 

has to be respected and controlled.  

 

Items which are manufactured in the mechanical unit are 

aluminum parts from small dimensions (10×10×10 cm3) to 

large dimensions like flanges with a 5.4 meter in diameter for 

Ariane 5 for example. And as it is a unity production, so it is 

never the same items which are controlled every day. 

 

Most of the dimensional inspections are realized with the 

“Mauser” or the “Prismo”, two 3D measuring machines. 

However there is still a lot of manual control realized by 

certified controllers using primary tools: caliper, magnifiers, 

slip gauges, etc. Note that controls have to be extremely 

accurate (down to 10 µm) and requires state-of-the-art 

technology. 

 

This study focuses on two specific means of control: a laser 

and a sensor technology. Other means have been studied, but 

in order to not scatter, a choice has been made to go deeper 

in the two specifics means. The other means of control will 

be quickly presented at the end of this paper. 

 

II. CONTEXT 

A. Current control resource distribution 

In order to understand what kind of technology that can 

drastically decrease checking time, it is important to stop on 

the context. This is why the three first pages will be focused 

on the control unit: what kind of resources do they have, 

where are they located, what are the current control time, at 

which steps the different controls are realized, etc.  

 

The mechanical unit, the unit where this study has been 

realized, counts three activities called EMF (Multi-functional 

team) are located in three buildings: 

 
 The machining building 

 The assembling building 

 The painting/surface treatment building 

 

a) The machining building 

The machining building counts around 9 metalworking 

machines in activity. Dimensional control workstations have 

been set up in this same building at two different localizations 

in order to optimize piece flow between different machines 

and control workstation. It is in this building that the most 

important time decrease can be made and where the 

management wishes to invest in new kinds of technology.  

 

One of the dimensional control workstation contains one 

MMT (Tridimensional Measurement Machine) called 

“Prismo”, Figure 2. This workstation is also equipped with 

conventional control tools. Checking operations are done on 

small and medium parts in aluminum. Small and medium 

parts means parts until 600×600×600 mm3. No more than 1 

controller is working in this workstation which is an air-

conditioned room to keep constant temperature and pressure. 

Around 10 items are controlled every day in this room.  

A huge part of this study has been realized around this 

workstation. 

 

 

Figure 2: The “Prismo”. 

The other dimensional control workstation around another 

MMT called “Mauser”, Figure 3. This MMT can control parts 

which measure up to 5×3.2×2 m3 and is related to Calypso (a 

3D software). This is also an air-conditioned room equipped 

with conventional control tools. There are two controllers 

working at the same time in this room which is a room focus 

on big structures for Ariane 5 and military applications. 

As the “Prismo” room, the “Mauser” room has also been a 

place where a huge part of this study has been realized. 

 

Figure 3: The “Mauser”. 

Notice that every single part has its own tridimensional 

control program on Calypso, the software related to the 
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MMT. A program is created the first time for a reference part 

which has never been controlled then is used for all the same 

kind of parts from the same reference. As it is a 

manufacturing unity, there are more than 500 different 

references and it is unusual to have more than 30 identic parts 

from the same reference manufactured in a year. According 

to these numbers, 30% of the working time of a controller is 

to work on new parts programs, developing parts, etc. and 

70% of the time is dedicated for mass production controls.  

 
b) The assembling and the painting building 

It is in the assembling unit than huge structures, e.g. Ariane 5 

are assembled. There is no added value (or few) in this unit. 

It was not relevant to pursue a study there to optimize control 

cost.  

Control activities in the painting building are most of the time 

visual control activities in order to check if painting steps 

have been well realized. However, an investment has still 

been done last year for non-destructive control. This 

investment, a liquid penetrant inspection booth, can detect 

internal defects in aluminum. 

To conclude on these two buildings, final control and 

painting control consists most of the time of visual control. 

After a small study there, it has been decided to focus the 

innovation budget on the control activities located in the 

machining building.  

B. Manufacturing order 

 

Different steps are necessary in order to manufacture a part. 

These steps are called phases. We can count: 

 
 3D Control phase 

 Fitting phase 

 Machining phase 

 Output and input control phase, etc. 

Here is an example of a part’s life within the mechanical 

unity. Let us assume that this part is called part A. The first 

number is the phase number count ten by ten : 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Basic item manufacturing process. 

In a first step (phase 10), the raw material of the part A in 

aluminum is machined with a 5-axes machine. During this 

phase, the machine cuts the material into its final form. An 

average of 70% of material is removed during the cutting 

phase in this industry. 

Then, in the phase 20, the part is controlled. If the part A is a 

huge dimensional part, it will have a 3D control by the 

Mauser, otherwise, it will have a 3D control by the Prismo. 

This 3D control is complemented with a conventional control 

(caliper, depth gauge, angle measurement, etc.). 

Paint is used to protect parts. Surface treatment is necessary 

to protect the part from corrosion, heating in the atmosphere, 

etc. After phase 30, there is a fitting phase in order to adjust 

the part A. It is the final touches on the part. Then there is the 

final control (visual control, assembling control, etc.) 

 

Every part belongs to a lot. A lot can include one or several 

same parts. It has its own phases written in a file which follow 

the lot. This file is called “OF” (“Manufacturing Order” in 

French) so that when a part is asked to be manufactured, an 

OF is initiated which means that a file is created. This OF 

describes the life of the lot during manufacturing. We are 

talking about traceability. This traceability is crucial in the 

aerospace and military industry, and specially required by the 

client. 

 

Every phase is described in the OF in order to tell to the 

operator what to do, and especially during the different 

control phases. Details of manufacturing and control process 

are in every phase. In the example above, the OF specifies in 

the phase 20 to realize a visual inspection, and to follow 

instructions in a technical file to do the 3D control. In 

addition with these descriptions, allocated time can be found 

for every phase in the OF.  

As a matter of fact, these allocated times are not exact. They 

do not take into account a lot of parameter which have to be 

integrated in a checking time saving study.  

 

This study begins with an index of every control tools and 

their using time depending on the dimensions and 

complexities of the parts controlled.  

So here is the list of the three huge investments already done 

for dimensional control within the machining building:  

 
 3D control machine: the Mauser and the Prismo. 

These two control means are already optimized, this 

study will not be focus on its or their program 

 2D projector, Figure 5 

Some areas are not accessible for the 3D control machines or 

conventional tools. Prints are realized. The prints of these 

areas are taken by pouring a kind of plastic in the area. Then 

these prints are studied with a 2D projector to measure 

dimensions required.  

 

10 - Machining 
(turn) + Control

20 - Workshop 
Control

30 - Painting

40 - Fitting
50 - Final 
Control
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Figure 5: 2D projector. 

 

Notice that the 2D projector in place within the mechanical 

unity is an old one. This control time saving project has 

included a work on the investment in a new 2D projector with 

better performance, but this paper will not go further into this 

project.  

 

Below is an index of conventional tools for control 

operations: 

 
 Calibrated rod 

 Rough meter 

 Caliper 

 Depth gauge 

 Buffer (threading control) 

 Radius caliber  

C. Calculation method for control time  

The first step of this study was to determine control times 

depending on the size and complexity of parts. There are 

more than 300 references belonging to Ariane 5, Ariane 6 

and the missile, and around 10 parts per reference 

manufactured a year. According to this information, an 

index has been realized, Figure 6. 

 
 1 : Every assumptions made to create this field 

 2 : Every Ariane 5 reference with their name 

 3 : Three parts are visible in this table, one for every 

units – painting, assembling and machining.  

 4: The total manual control time for every kind of 

control: rivet control time, visual control time, etc. 

 5: The total manual control time for every reference  

The sequencing department holds all the references [2] 

(different parts manufactured in our unit). For this study, all 

these references had to be analyzed in order to understand 

how the control works and on these parts. Precisely technical 

drawings of Ariane 5, Ariane 6 and missile items have been 

analyzed to note what operations controllers have to do on 

these parts. Then all the different controls have been timed on 

the ground several times to be sure to have good estimates 

(contrary to assumed times which are not precise).  

 

Figure 6: Ariane 5 control index. 
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Figure 8: Control time for Arian 5 items. 

 

Figure 7: Technical drawing. 

Figure 7 is a technical drawing of an Ariane 5 part. 

Quotations are unclear because of confidential issues but it is 

enough to describe what is done with these kinds of technical 

drawings. This figure is a cutting of a bridle of Ariane 5. 

There is a lot of elements to control on this part. Notice that 

every quotation is highlighted on the technical drawing : 

 
 Yellow: quotations measured with a 3D 

measurement tool 

 Blue: quotations measured with manual tools 

 Green: quotations measured with specific tools 

 Orange: quotations measured with a 2D projector 

As an example it takes an average of 8 seconds to measure a 

quotation with a caliber. Every control tools has its own time 

of control, except for visual control. For visual control it was 

necessary to establish a mathematical model of control time 

calculation depending on the complexity and the dimensions: 

a part gets two grades over 10. As an example, a part which 

gets 4/10 and 9/10 is a medium dimension part but very 

complex. These grades are the unknown of an equation (x and 

y) in which we get the time: 

 

tvc = a + bx + cy,  

with tvc the control visual time 

 

(1) 

Coefficients have been determinate thanks to an empirical 

analysis and plotting graphs on Matlab. To give rough 

estimates, the most complex and tall parts to control requires 

half a day, and the easiest ones requires 1 minute. 

This example of calculation illustrates the different kind of 

mathematical model set up to assess control times. 

 

Finally, a Pareto graph can be plotted with all times of control 

depending on means of controls. 3D control is not included 

in this Pareto assuming the fact that 3D machines are already 

optimized. 

 

In Figure 8, it clearly appears than controls by printing and 

the 2D projector take the most of time on Ariane 5 items. This 

kind of control takes more than 90 hours a year. The cost of 

one operator per hour is X euros (confidential) within Airbus 

Safran Launchers in Les Mureaux. So the total cost of 2D 

projector controls is X euros (X is confidential) a year which 

represents 51% of the total control cost a year without taking 

into account 3D control.  

The second most expensive control mean is the visual control 

(18% of the total control cost, without taking into account 3D 

control). As already said, after a short study, this mean of 

control is extremely difficult to substitute. Sure, technologies 

of visual control exist but they are very expensive to integrate 

(more than 150 000 euros) and cannot substitute human’s 

eyes.  

Notice that in the previous numbers we were just talking 

about Ariane 5 controls, but these means are also used to 

control missile parts. Unfortunately, numbers cannot be 

published but notice that with the missile part control times, 
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the value 51% of control time with 2D projector increases 

drastically to 80%. 

So now the real question is how to substitute printing + 2D 

projector control with a new technology? Can we do reliable 

controls with these new technologies and in how short time 

can we have a return on investment?  Can we do other kind 

of controls with this technology? 

 

According to this question, we have to look at where and for 

what kind of control this mean (printing + 2D projector) is 

used.  

 

Printing is used for area in parts which are not accessible for 

conventional or 3D tools. A print is trickling in this area. 

After 5 minutes waiting, print is dried, and is taken off from 

the part. In a second time, controller cut this print in two 

halves before positioning it under the 2D projector, or put the 

print in an installation template. Figure 7 is an example of an 

area which cannot be controlled without printing.  

This kind of operation lasts about 25 minutes. 

On Ariane 5 and missile items, printing is used for 

dimensional controls but what takes the most of time is the 

controls of countersunk holes for missile parts (more that 

70% of the total control time). Technologies investigates for 

in the next paragraphs will be focus on countersink controls.  
 

 
III. COUNTERSINK CONTROLS  

A countersink is a conical hole (as a matter of fact, it is a 

chamfer) cut into our aluminum parts. It is manufactured on 

the unblock edge of a drilling in order to receive a rivet or a 

screw head. It is manufactured thanks to a miller. 

On the missile there is more than 10 000 countersinks, Figure 

9 and 10, which have to support large forces through rivets or 

screws.  

 

Figure 9: Countersink drawing. 

Figure 9 shows two structures assembled through a rivet and 

a countersink with an angle of 100°. It is the study desk which 

imposes to the manufacturing unity specifications. For 

example, every countersink on the missile has to have an 

angle of 100°.  

 

Figure 10: The missile launcher manufactured by Airbus. 

Two quotations are required to be controlled by the study 

desk: the angle, always the same dimensions (100°) and the 

countersink depth, which is different for every kind of 

countersink. You have an example of these quotations in 

Figure 11.  

 
Figure 11: Technical drawing from the study desk. 

Dimensional tolerance of the 100° angle is always ±1°. In the 

countersink of Figure 11, the depth tolerance is ±0.2 which 

means the countersink depth has to be between 3.5 and 3.9. 

If not, an AVQ is opened (No-Quality Notice) and the part 

has to wait to be adjusted to conform to specifications. If the 

operator does not adjust it, the part is thrown away which is 

a loss of money. 

 

Today, these two quotations are controlled thanks to the print 

and the 2D projector. Firstly, a print is flowed as show in 

Figure 12. 
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Figure 12: Printing control with the 2D projector. 

The printing is in blue. To measure depth and angle, the 

printing is set on a metallic template in order to have the top 

face of the countersink (tall diameter) perpendicular to the 2D 

projector table. Sure, it cannot be perfect: there is a huge 

angle imprecision in this positioning. The issue is that we are 

looking for high precision (around 10 µm). Measurement 

points are set up on an interface (on a computer) to draw 

straight sections to get angle and depth countersink.  

 

The non-reliability of these measurements can be 

demonstrated with a metrological study. 

On the same countersink of the same missile part, 30 different 

printings have been realized one by one. Countersink angle 

and depth have been measured with the 2D projector for 

every printing. Figure13 represents the value distribution of 

the angle measured. 

The vertical axis represent the number of value included in 

the categories represented on the horizontal axis. The first 

category on this axis, 97.895°, represent every value equal to 

97.895°, The second category represents every value equal or 

inferior to 98.495° and superior to the first category, etc.  

This study on the angle measurement highlights several 

things: 
 The measuring range extends from 97.895° to 

102.722° which corresponds to a range of 4.827° 

which is very large compared to the range stated by 

the desk office i.e. 2°. 

 

 Exactly 50% of values (15 values out of 30) are 

between 99° and 101° (the value range acceptable 

by the study desk) which means that 50% of values 

are abnormal. This percent corresponds to a very 

low confidence range regarding our requirements. 

 

 

 

These first measurements have been realized on the same 

item (item 1). The same study has been realized on 3 other 

items but with only 10 printing this time on every item. The 

target of this second study is to calculate measurement 

uncertainty and deviation compared to the value required 

(100°±1°) on different kinds of countersink (item 2, 3 and 4 

in Figure 14). 

 

Formulas of uncertainty and deviation will be recall later. 

Notice that in Figure 13 the measurement uncertainty takes 

values between 1.077° and 1.278°. That is a lot for such 

measurement and for a specification of ±1° because it means 
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Figure 14: Uncertainty deviation and uncertainty – angle.  

Figure 13: Value distribution histogram with the printing method. 
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than when controlles, there is a huge risk to get more than 1° 

of uncertainty.  

Deviation, which is the difference between mean values on 

different items and value required (100°) is between −0.2 and 

0.2. This deviation value allows us to analyze if our 

measurements are centered on the nominal value. Building on 

these different values, we can state that the angle controls on 

countersinks are not reliable. 

 

As already mentioned, a depth measurement is also required. 

The same study has been realized in order to have an estimate 

of uncertainty and deviation. 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Value distribution histogram for the printing method. 

One more time, several things can be noticed: 

 

 The measuring range extends from 1.751 mm to 

2.624 mm which corresponds to a range of 0.873 

mm. The value required by the desk office is 2.3 

±0.2 mm, so the control has to reveal a measure 

between 2.1 and 2.5 mm, which is not the case 

 
 Almost 57% of values (17 values out of 30) are 

between 2.1 and 2.5 mm (the value range acceptable 

by the study desk) which means that around 43% of 

values are abnormal. Like the angle measurements, 

this percent corresponds to a very low confidence 

range even if the trend line (which is a Gauss curve, 

but this notion will be recalled later in this paper) is 

far tighter around the exact value 2.3 (mm) than the 

exact angle 

The same experience as the one on the angle measurement 

about uncertainty and deviation has been realized on 4 items. 

Same printing has been used for depth measurements. 

 

 

Figure 17: Uncertainty and deviation measurement – depth. 

Notice in Figure 16 that the measurement uncertainty takes 

values between 0.252 and 0.398 mm. It corresponds to the 
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Figure 16: Missile countersink index. 
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same magnitude order as angle measurement uncertainty. 

 

Deviation is between −0.133 and 0.077 mm. Building on 

these different values, we can state that, like angle controls, 

depth controls on countersink are not reliable. 

 

This small study is necessary to prove than countersink 

controls are not reliable within our production unity. It is a 

quality argument in order to prove the necessity of investing 

in a new kind of technology which could be able to control 

that the countersinks are within the requirements. 

 

This argument is supported by an important AVQ (Non-

Quality notification) written by one of our clients based in 

Aquitaine (an area in France). Because of defaulting 

countersinks which have not been well controlled at the right 

time, an anomaly has been detected during an assembling 

operation with a costly item. This anomaly caused an 

assembling mistake damaged a part. This item has been 

thrown away, costing 30 000 euros. We cannot go further in 

explanation because of military confidentiality, but it was just 

an example to support the importance of control reliability 

done at the right time. 

 

Sure, investors within Airbus also need financial arguments. 

That is why a ROI is needed based on actual time control with 

printing and 2D projector. There is not a lot of countersinks 

on Ariane 5 items manufactured in our unity, so this ROI is 

mainly based on missile item countersinks. 

 

To set up this ROI, several assumptions have been realized. 

First of all, when item countersinks need to be controlled, 

only 1 countersink out of 20 same countersinks is controlled 

by printing and 2D projector. But if there is different kind of 

countersink, every kind of different countersink is controlled. 

For example, if an item has 60 same countersinks, 3 controls 

have to be done (printing + 2D projector measurements). But 

if this item has 11 type A countersinks, 2 type B and 7 type 

C countersinks, 3 controls have to be done.  

Moreover controls by printing last around 25 minutes for an 

operator, costing X euros (confidential) per hour within 

Airbus.  

Missile items in Figure 17 represent only 70% percent of 

items with countersinks to control. As a matter of fact, this 

ROI is based on the next version of the missile, and the 

control service does not have access yet to every item still in 

development by the study office. However, these items are 

already enough to have a satisfactory ROI based on the index 

in Figure 17: 

 
 1: Item names, reference, manufacturing rate, 

number of item per missile (confidential) 

 2: Every different kind of countersink top diameter 

per item 

 3: Number of countersink per type of countersink 

 4: Total number of countersinks manufactured per 

year on missile items 

According to the rule of “1 control every 20 same 

countersinks”, another index has been realized calculating the 

exact number of control which has to be done every year. This 

number multiplied by operator cost per hour and the time 

control (25 minutes) gives us a rough estimate: around XX 

euros (confidential) a year for countersink control. 

 

This is the financial argument required by investors to invest 

a new kind of technology. 

 
IV. NEW KINDS OF CONTROL TECHNOLOGY 

 
A. The selection criteria 

In order to get reliable control concerning countersink 

control, criteria have to be set up: 

 
 Metrological criteria (reliability, measurement 

uncertainty, etc.) 

 Cost criteria (return on investment) 

 Convenience, speed and flexibility criteria 

Moreover, everything the new technology can realize in 

addition to countersink control has to be taking into account. 

Indeed there is a real need for another kind of control like 

dimensional control on huge items. A technology which can 

do countersink control (our priority) and also dimensional 

control on huge item will be preferred.  

 

Metrological criteria: 

 

Two characteristics are required for a mean of control: 

trueness and reliability [1]. 

 

 

Figure 18: Trueness (on the left) and reliability (on the right). 

Trueness is the capability of a control mean to be centered on 

the true value. To recall, the true value is the exact value. 

Today, best control mean can be true with 1 or 2 µm but it is 

very hard to find a technology which can have better results. 

These technologies are MMT (tridimensional measurement 

machine) like the Mauser or the Prismo. This trueness is 

estimated by deviation (calculations in the past part have 

already been realized): 
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Deviation = Average of the values measured – Value required (2) 

 

Reliability is the capability of a control mean to get close 

values. This reliability is estimated by uncertainty calculation 

([3] and [4]): 
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where: 

 

µMe  Standard deviation 

σe  Variance 

N  Number of measurement points 

mi Value of the measure i 

Me Average of the measures i 

 

Airbus Safran Launchers imposes control means to have a 

measurement uncertainty equal or inferior to the tolerance 

interval controlled divided by 4 [5]. 

For example, if the dimension to control has a tolerance 

interval of ±0.2, it corresponds to a global interval of 0.4. This 

interval has to be divided by 4 to get the maximal uncertainty 

required, which means in this case 0.1 mm. 

 

Cost criteria  

 

The actual cost of control, depending of the time, will be 

compared to the technology prices and theirs using times in 

order to estimate a ROI (Return On Investment). Every 

buying action has to be justified financially. 

 

Convenience, speed and flexibility criteria: 

 

This new means have to suit to our gross production and have 

to be easily usable by controllers, in which case the 

technology is likely to remain unused, and so to be a useless 

investment. 

 

Notice that technologies are just tools made available for 

operators and controllers by suppliers. A technology does 

what we ask. For countersink controls, new technology we 

are going to see have to be adapted and programmed in order 

to reach our expectations. For this goal, suppliers made 

available their technology to let us analyze if devices could 

reach our expectation regarding countersink control. 

 
B. Diatest 

To recall we want to control a depth and an angle. The first 

obvious and cheap solution is a mechanical one proposed by 

Diatest. Their tools can measure inferior diameter and depth 

of a countersink but it does not measure angle. This 

mechanical kind of solution is not expensive compared to 

other solutions but one tool is need for one kind of range 

diameter range (from 6 to 7 mm for example). Several tools 

like the one in Figure 19 will be needed for this solution to be 

suitable (at least 6 tools). 

 

Figure 19: Countersink control tool, Diatest. 

First we worked on a way to build the same kind of tool but 

measuring angle instead of diameter, based on their solution 

in Figure 20. 

 
Figure 20: Technical proposal by Diatest. 

To measure depth, two line of contact are required: the line 

define by the bottom diameter (in green in Figure 20) and a 

line define by the top diameter. Figure 21 is a scheme of the 

solution we wanted to propose our supplier to build. 

Instead of having one part of the tool in translation regarding 

the top part, we propose one middle part (in green) in 

translation regarding the top part, and the bottom part.  

 

 
Figure 21: Our technical proposal to Diatest. 

Contact line 

h 

Top part 

 

Bottom part 
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When the bottom part touches the bottom diameter of the 

countersink, it stops and translates in the middle part. When 

the middle part touches the top diameter of the countersink, 

it stops and translates in the top part of the tool. The depth (h 

in Figure 21) is calculated by the translation between the 

middle part with the top and bottom part. The angle α has to 

be inferior to 100° and β has to be superior to 100° to make 

this solution possible. 

The problem is the angle calculation. There is a vertical 

translation of a total distance h but, as the target is to know 

the countersink angle, we need another distance h1 or h2 

which is not possible to measure mechanically speaking. 

This first solution has been proposed because it is cheap, and 

even though it has not been accepted, the work done behind 

and explained in this paper made us understand the difficulty 

behind a countersink control.  

 

It pushed us to work on laser or sensors technologies as those 

presented in the next pages. 

This kind of technology are far more expensive but the 

demonstration above let us understand the complexity of such 

control. But according to the past cost calculation of 

countersink controls, it may still be profitable provided we 

can adapt these means to our gross production. Suppliers lend 

us their technologies so that we were able to test it, and to 

program it regarding dimensions and quotations required. As 

already said, our items are specific within a unit production. 

Moreover we are looking for high precision tools (until 

10µm). 

 

C. GapGun – A laser technology 

 

“G2Métric” is a company certified in metrology and in 

integration of measurement systems. They are the official 

distributor of the GapGun (Figure 22). 

 

 

Figure 22: GapGun by G2métric. 

The GapGun is a measurement system made up of a 

measurement handgrip, an interchangeable measuring head, 

a battery, a software and an interface allowing to 

communicate with a computer and so to upload information. 

The measurement principle is the analysis of a laser plane 

with a surface by triangulation. 

It has measurement capability that is very immediate thanks 

to a powerful processor and offers a comfortable interface 

which drives operators through theirs controls. 

It is a fully customizable tool in order to meet our 

requirements.  It a system already configured in order to 

measure a wide kind of application and it is possible to create 

our own programs to make the tool suitable to our 

applications. It is what we did in order to get corresponding 

output compared to values required by the study desk. 

 

As already mentioned, this manual measuring device has 

several basic kinds of application like burrs measurement, out 

of level measurement, angle and radius measurement, 

scratches measurement, etc.  

 

 

Figure 23: Angle measurement with the GapGun. 

 

 

Figure 24: Angle measurement program. 

 

Figure 23 is a picture of an angle measurement. The 

measuring head has to be positioned at several millimeters in 

front of the area to measure. This measure can be done 

without contact (as it is the case on the picture) or with 

contact fixing carbon support on the head. The program 

screen shot in Figure 24 corresponds to the measurement in 

Figure 23. 

 

The measurements are done in the following way: 

 
 The trigger has to be pressed and held 

 When it is at the appropriate distance and when the 

head is perpendicular to the surface to measure, a 

green light appears and the value displays 
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 When the trigger is released, a recording is done. 

The device takes 8 to 12 measurements for one 

control, then deals with data, averages the results 

and gives this value as the output of the values 

measured. The displayed accuracy is 10 µm. 

This device is able to measure a lot of information, that is 

why a program step is necessary (Figure 24) to display the 

GapGun outputs required by operators and controllers. 

 

For every kind of control, a device tool process needs to be 

set up. Indeed there is a huge uncertainty due to operator use. 

It is a handgrip tool and if the device is not supported, it is 

subjected to the hand checking of the operator so that there is 

a necessity to use carbon support like in Figure 25. 

 

 

Figure 25: Measurement realized with carbon support. 

Regardless uncertainty due to operators, the interchangeable 

measuring head have the following capacities, Table 1. 

 
Table 1: GapGun uncertainties. 

Measuring head FOV80 FOV40 FOV15 FOV7 

Maximal field of 

view (mm) 
90 55 25 6.5 

Maximal measurable 

dimension (mm) 
50 25 10 3 

Measurement 

uncertainty (µm) 
120 60 25 10 

Resolution (µm) 40 24 11 3 

 

For our countersink diameter dimensions, the two heads 

which could be satisfactory are the FOV15 and FOV7. 

Consider the countersink top view in Figure 27. 

 

Figure 26: Countersink top view. 

The distance /N/ is the distance essential on both sides to 

control this countersink. For a FOV15, the maximal top 

diameter is 10 mm with 25/2  ̶ 10 mm on both sides in order 

to obtain suitable values. The smallest quotations required are 

±0.1 mm, so for a device it is this interval divided by 4. So 

that the maximal measurement uncertainty has to be 0.2/4 = 

0,050 mm. 

According to the manufacturer’s data the FOV40 head is not 

suitable compared to our requirement (uncertainty of 60 mm). 

So the choice of the head will be either the FOV15 or the 

FOV7 which supports our initial choice. However the FOV7 

has maximal measurable dimension of 3mm which is too 

small for some countersink dimensions we would like to 

control. The appropriate choice seems to be the FOV 15 head. 

First tests have been realized with a FOV15-U, which is the 

basic measurement heads.  

 

 

Figure 27: Value distribution histogram for the GapGun, FOV15-U. 

 The measuring range extends from 97.04° to 

101.25° which corresponds to a range of 4.2°. To 

recall, the printing measurements gave us a range of 

4.827° so the range is not far better compared to the 

range stated by the desk office even if there is more 

values centered around 100°. 

 
 About 67% of values (20 values out of 30) are 

between 99° and 101° (the value range acceptable 

by the study desk) which means that 33% of values 

are abnormal. This percent compared to 50% 
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(printing measurements percent) is far better but still 

not satisfactory. 

These values seem to be weird compared to values of 

uncertainty announced by G2Métric for this head (25µm). 

This histogram has been realized over 30 measurements on 

the same countersink (top diameter equal to 5 mm). After new 

tests, with a better head tilt, we got more values around 100°. 

We can thus conclude there is a huge operator uncertainty.  

These tests have been realized on items manufactured in the 

mechanical unit where every item is in aluminum. The 

problem of this material is that it has a reflective surface and 

as the system used is based on a laser measurement, this laser 

is reflected on the head and disturbs the measurements which 

can explain this huge range, high uncertainty and deviation 

as shown in Figure 28. 

 

 

Figure 28: Uncertainty and deviation measurements for the GapGun, 

FOV15-U. 

Items on which tests have been realized with the GapGun are 

not the same as for the tests with printing. The first one with 

the GapGun has been done on a “boîtier”, an Ariane 5 item, 

and the second one on a   missile item. But angle by the study 

desk requirement is still 100° and range measurement is 

about proportionally the same for the two tests.  

Same kind of tests have been realized for depth measurement. 

Results are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. 

 
Table 2: Angle measurements with the FOV15-U. 

 

Table 3: Depth measurement with the FOV15-U. 

 

Measurements with the printing method and those with the 

GapGun have not been realized on the same items, so not on 

the same countersinks. What is relevant is the difference 

between minimal and maximal values on these tests. 

 

What we can notice is that the range for angle measurement 

is roughly the same for an uncertainty a little bit lower for the 

FOV15-U. However, the results are not enough accurate for 

these angle measurements. 

On the contrary, depth measurements are far better for the 

FOV15-U. The range obtained with this device is divided by 

4 compared to the one with a printing control, and the 

uncertainty is 5 to 10 times better with this device. 

 

As already told the problem is that our items are in aluminum 

and so reflect the laser which disturbs our measurements. To 

remedy this situation during tests, we had to tilt the head of 

the device in order to not have interference between measures 

and reflecting light. Tilting the GapGun, an angle value is 

adding to the initial value. The GapGun has a processor 

which corrects the angle addition but it still adds an angle 

uncertainty which explains why our angle measurements are 

not satisfactory and about equal to our printing measures 

(around 1°). Notice that values measured on the item 5 are 

around 102.5° for the angle control. According to the 

GapGun accuracy, it seems that the real countersink angle of 

this items is around 102.5°, printing control confirmed it. 

These tests opened an AVQ (Non Quality Notification) on 

this countersink items. This item has been machined one 

more time to conform to requirements, and this thanks to the 

GapGun. Indeed the anomaly had not been raised during the 

first printing control by controllers, which already proves the 

usefulness of this kind of devices. 

The second thing to notice is that uncertainty and deviation 

are very low on the third item (Figure 29). Indeed this item is 

an Ariane item which is not reflective on its surface due to a 

sand papering realized on it. 

 

Value distribution on the histogram (Figure 27) allows of 

plotting a Gauss curve proving than values are in the 

specified confident interval. This confident interval is 

included in our tolerance interval for more than 75% of the 

values. It means, according to this Gauss curve, that the 

GapGun allows users to get results around expectations with 

a 75% confidence. 

 

G2Métric proposes GapGun with a special head anti-reflect 

FOV15-M in which the same kind of tests has been realized 

but this time with exactly the same items as were used for the 

printing controls. 
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Figure 29: Uncertainty and deviation measurements for the GapGun, 

FOV15-M. 

 

There is no difference for the deviation. The value is very low 

(around −0.1°) which can hardly be improved. It is not 

necessary to improve this value with a better calibration.  

 

The huge difference is in the uncertainty measurements. 

There is an average of 1 mm or less, which is very good, in 

results got during these tests which means that theoretically 

the confident interval is far better than the FOV15-U’s. This 

is proved plotting the value distribution histogram, Figure 30. 

 

 
Figure 30: Value distribution histogram for the GapGun, FOV15-M. 

 The measuring range extends from 98.48° to 

101.78° which corresponds to a range of 3.3°. The 

last value (102.9°) has been discarded. Indeed, it is 

obvious it was a wrong one due to a measurement 

mistake, comparing to the other values. 

 

 About 76% of the values (22 values out of 29) are 

between 99° and 101° (the value range acceptable 

by the study desk) which means that 24% of values 

are abnormal. This percent becomes to be 

satisfactory even if it means that 1 time out of 4, the 

operator has to begin again the measure to be sure to 

get the right value due to the operator uncertainty of 

the GapGun. 

Tests on the depth measurements give exactly the same 

results as for the FOV15-U. Our investment choice will be on 

the FOV15-M, based on Figure 31, displaying depth and 

angle measurement. 

 

 

Figure 31: Countersink control program. 

In Figure 31 the blue part represents the area measured by the 

laser which has been loaded on the software after measuring. 

The angle is displayed from the cone of the countersink 

taking the two lines of the cone displayed in Figure 31. The 

depth is displayed thanks to the plane at the top of the 

countersink, and thanks to the two points at the bottom of the 

cone defining a line. So the depth is the shorter distance 

between this line and the plane. 

 

Once the technical arguments have been described, this 

device has been tested by operators who agreed that it is a 

convenient and flexile tool, suitable for our production lines. 

But as proved by our study, there is too much operator 

uncertainty. This uncertainty will push them to restart their 

control two or three times before being sure of theirs values.  

Even if the return on investment would has been done in 4 

years for a total price of 33 640 euros including a 

maintenance price of 3 420 euros a year, the too high 

uncertainty pushes Airbus to study other kinds of control 

devices, a device with a far lower operator uncertainty even 

if it is a well-known fact that this uncertainty cannot be equal 

to 0. 

Moreover, the GapGun does not work for a bottom diameter 

inferior to 2.5 mm (which represents between 7% and 10% 

of our countersinks). If the GapGun is bought, this kind of 

countersink with a low bottom diameter will remain to be 

controlled by printing. 

 

D. XM – A flexible 3D measuring machine 

Keyence, one of the most innovative companies in the world 

of metrology, proposes a three dimensional measurement 

machine called “XM” aimed for workshop and allowing fast 

measurements (Figure 32).  
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Figure 32: The “XM” machine. 

This machine has many advantages compared to 

conventional tools : 

 

 A high accuracy with uncertainty measurements 

around 10µm (according to Keyence). 

 A wide kind of measurements (distance, location, 

cylindricity, depth, concentricity, etc.) over volume 

up to 800×600×300 mm3. 

 Traceability: the machine includes a report writing 

software . 

Compared to classic 3D measurement machines, the “XM” 

has other advantages: 

 
 Low cost (around 40 000 euros). 

 Flexibility : this machine can be carries anywhere in 

the workshops thanks to its low mass and small size 

 Easy to use, convenient and fast. 

 A really low program time compared to other 3D 

machines. 

 

Figure 33: The handgrip on the left, the vision head on the right. 

This machine is composed of several parts: a manual sensor 

(a handgrip Figure 33), an optical vision system and an 

interface which can work with the virtual reality: everything 

realized by operators is displayed on screen and commented 

in order to guide the control. This virtual reality is possible 

thanks to 7 collectors on the handgrip, detected by the vision 

head and broadcast thanks to the metrological software. 

Figure 34 is an illustration of screen captures from the device. 

Every measurement realized the first time is registered by the 

software: this is the program step which is a manual step (no 

need to program on the screen). If the same operation has to 

be repeated, the mode “start a control registered” can be 

activated and the operator has just to follow instructions 

displayed on the screen. Instructions are given as videos 

displayed: the operator knows constantly what he has to do 

just by watching the video (where to put the senor, what kind 

of measurement to realize, number of points to take, etc. as it 

is illustrated in Figure 32). 

 

 
Figure 34: Examples of measurements realized by the XM. 

It is a flexible machine which can be put on our measurement 

table (in marble) or on a crane trolley. The advantage is the 

flexibility: we are not obliged to carry our items, especially 

the huge one, to control some quotations. It is the machine 

which moves.  

We had the machine during 2 weeks, lent by the supplier 

Keyence, so that we had the time to test it and to see if it is 

technically and humanly suitable to our production. The 

interface (the software) is easy to use, and able to measure a 

lot of different things, the main target still being to control 

angle and depth for countersinks. 

 

 
Figure 35: Countersink control with the XM. 

To control depth and angle countersinks, we first created a 

cone Figure 35 (the figure “cone” was already registered as 

basic form in the software). To create this cone, a minimum 

of 4 points are required. We took 6 points every time to be 

sure. Then, the angle required is display. Several tests have 

been realized to trying to get the depth. The final process 

selected is: 

 

 Create a plane at the countersink surface with three 

points. 
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 Create a cylinder (the form is already registered) 

from the bottom diameter. Create a virtual point at 

the center of the top diameter of this cylinder. 

 Display the measure of the shorter distance between 

this virtual point and the plan. 

To demonstrate the power of the machine, after thinking 

about the creation of this program, realizing the program took 

us only 2 minutes. Once the program is registered, the 

controller has just to follow the instructions displayed on the 

screen helped by virtual reality. Following this program, the 

operator takes an average of 50 seconds to realize his/her 

countersink controls. Other kinds of program for measures of 

other kinds of quotation are not far more complicated which 

demonstrated the good performance of the machine. 

 

Moreover, metrological tests have been realized to verify the 

accuracy of the machine compared to the printing controls 

and the GapGun. 

 

 

Figure 36: Value distribution histogram for the XM. 

 The measuring range extends from 99.5° to 100.98° 

which correspond to a range of 1.48°. This range is 

far better than any other kind of control tested until 

now. Every value is in the range required by the desk 

office (100±1°). 

 

 100% of values are between 99° and 101° (the value 

range acceptable by the study desk). This percent 

compared to 50% (printing measurements percent) 

is completely satisfactory according to our 

requirements. Notice there is just one value around 

99.5° but most of values are between 100.04° and 

100.98° which corresponds to a range of 0.94° for 

about 93% of values. 

According to this first test we can conclude that the tool is 

reliable. The same test has been realized on depth 

measurements and as for the angle test, the range is 

completely satisfactory. This statement is justified by 

uncertainty measurement compared with the uncertainty of 

the two other kind of control (printing and GapGun), Figure 

37.  

 

The uncertainty measurements on the XM give about the 

same results than the GapGun FOV15-M: around 0.4°. In 

both case, these results are far better than for the printing 

control on this kind of measurement. Deviation is around 

0.2°. Results we can see on the value distribution histogram 

are centered on 100.2°.  

Our decision on the measurement technology will be based 

on the fact that 100% of our values with the XM are between 

99° and 101° wich means that the operator uncertainty is very 

low.  

 

 

Figure 37: Uncertainty and deviation measurements with the XM. 

As a matter of fact, the operator does not have to remeasure 

several times with this device and this is the key point. The 

same kind of tests have been realized for the depth 

measurements and results are exactly the same: uncertainty 

for the two devices is very low and deviation around 0. But 

the range is much smaller for the XM. 

Moreover, the XM has been approved by the whole team of 

controllers/operators. This is a key parameter to take into 

account. With every new tool, there is a formation necessary, 

and a time of adaption. Some people can even be reluctant. If 

everyone is favorable to this tool, the XM, adaption time is 

short and manufacturing times will be shorter. 

 

This argument above is the quality argument. Financial 

arguments are also needed to support the investment. The 

XM costs 36 260 euros, transport included which is a little bit 

higher than the GapGun (33 640 euros). Moreover, with these 

devices, the study office is requesting a control on every 

countersink compared to now, where only 1 countersink over 

20 is controlled except if there is different kind of countersink 

as already described.  
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Figure 38: Annual countersink control cost. 

Figure 38 shows the return on investment of the GapGun and 

the XM compared to the printing control cost which is 

established on the fact that a printing control last 25 minutes, 

and 1 working hour cost X euros (confidential). After tests, it 

has been established that one control with the GapGun lasts 

10 seconds, and one control with the XM lasts 50 seconds 

which explains the slope of the different curves. Moreover 

there is an annual additional cost for the GapGun which 

correspond to the device maintenance. No maintenance is 

needed for the XM.  

 

On this graph, it appears the GapGun has a ROI of one and a 

half year, and that the XM has a ROI of about three years. 

After six years: 

 
 The GapGun allows to save about 100 000 euros 

 The XM allows to save about 40 000 euros 

According to these numbers, the GapGun is far more 

profitable than the XM. But as already explained, the 

GapGun does not have a lot of more application compared to 

the XM. Indeed, the XM allows far more different 

dimensional controls. Moreover, the GapGun does not 

control the smallest countersink. 

 

A study has been realized calculating the rate of time loss due 

to the 3D controls with the Mauser and the Prismo. This loss 

is due to items which have to be controlled in emergency. It 

particularly concerns items from the missile. In these cases, 

the Mauser or the Prismo has to be stopped in order to control 

the item in question. It is a loss which can be quantified 

because the gross production has to be stopped to control a 

non-planned item. It has been calculated that there is between 

10% and 15% time loss per year due to these kinds of 

emergency controls. 

The XM would allow cutting drastically these losses by a 

factor 4 (Figure 39). 

 

 

Figure 39: Return on investment of the XM. 

If we assume that there is only 10% loss per year, and that 

these losses are divided by 4, the XM would allow to save 

70 000 euros in six years. If we further assume there is 15% 

loss per year, and that these losses are again divided by 4, the 

XM would save 120 000 euros in six years, as proved by tests 

realized with the XM. 

It means that all controls included, the XM would allow to 

save between 110 000 and 160 000 euros in six years 

compared to 100 000 euros saved by the GapGun.  

 

So even if the time of control is shorter for the GapGun, it has 

to be taken into account that it does not control countersink 

with a bottom diameter smaller than 2,5 mm. Moreover it has 

been proved by studies than the XM is more profitable than 

the GapGun, all applications considered.  

 
V. CONCLUSION 

At the beginning of this study, the main objective was the 

control cost reduction within the mechanical department. 

After several studies on the ground, a Pareto study brought to 

light the failures of the countersink controls by printing and 

2D projector measurements, with better quality and financial 

arguments. To recall, this kind of control today represents 

more than 50% of the total control time on Ariane and up to 

80% of time on the missile, depending on the production rate. 

Once our needs identified in terms of flexibility, control 

speed, accuracy, usability, and existing devices on the control 

market have been found. Among all these new kinds of 

technologies are the GapGun and the XM already presented 

above, but we can count other kind of devices which have not 

been described in this paper for more brevity. As a matter of 

fact, tests have been realized with vision cameras by Nikon, 

articulated arm by Faro, fiberscope by General Electric, etc. 

All these different systems have been dismissed because it 

did not meet our expectations or because of too high costs. 

 

Finally two measurement systems have been presented in 

front of budget managers on Ariane and the missile in order 

to get the money rolling. Quality and financial arguments 
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have been discussed, particularly on the XM, and a final 

decision has been taken. An XM will be purchased and 

provided by January 2018. 

 

A huge part of this project was about change management. 

This investment would have never been possible without 

technicians and controllers. They are the future users and for 

this reason the machine had to fit them. They are one group 

of the decisions makers and main actors to be ensure this 

investment will not end in a cupboard once bought. Every test 

has been realized with their help and their understanding of 

control on different Ariane and missile items. 

 

The countersink control has not been the only project in order 

to decrease control cost within the mechanical unit of Les 

Mureaux. Other projects have been realized in order to cut 

control costs like invest in a degreasing plant. It has been 

decided during the final investment meeting to invest in a 

degreasing plant for a total cost of 15 329 euros and a return 

on investment in approximately three and a half years. After 

six years, this machine will allow to save about 240 000 

euros. Corrosion problem have pushed this decision, the 

“DGA” (the French Defense Procurement Agency, our client 

for the missile) has been very strict with quality. 
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